Connecting Business Leaders
to Critical Risk Insights & Expertise

RISK INTELLIGENCE SERVICES
Exclusive Access to Information & Expertise
Subscribe to RANE’s Risk
Intelligence Services and receive:

RANE Risk Intelligence clients receive exclusive access to curated
network intelligence, community-enabled proprietary content (best

3Improved situational awareness

practices, checklists, polls, interviews, etc.), and knowledge-sharing

of emerging risks and threats

3More efficient access to risk

webinars and events to help address the evolving risk landscape

information and expertise

and potential threats. Our online platform also provides access to

3Better outcomes for your mitigation

risk monitoring tools and the global directory of risk experts.

and risk management efforts

Smart Curation of Critical Risk News & Market Information
Get the insight you need to be more informed and prepared
RANE organizes actionable insights from the collective wisdom of our risk experts, organized
in a searchable database of curated and original content across a broad range of risk topics.
This network intelligence helps members benchmark their programs against peers’, monitor
relevant risk issues, and take a more proactive approach to risk mitigation and preparation.
NETWORK INTELLIGENCE — proprietary research and analysis, exclusive interviews and
surveys, threat advisories, and expert commentary.
CURATED INSIGHTS — industry reports, bulletins, white papers, and benchmarking guides
from a wide range of government, corporate, non-profit and educational sources.
NEWS & MARKET MONITORING — aggregated and filtered content to extract and present
the risk items most relevant to you and your company.

• Access critical risk news
and relevant analysis, handpicked by RANE editors
• Spotlight emerging risk
issues before they capture
mainstream industry
attention
• Track specific topics
from across the RANE
community with daily,
weekly, and monthly reports
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Luke Dembosky, Cybersecurity and Litigation Partner,
Debevoise & Plimpton LLP
•
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Access to a Global Network of Leading Experts
Find the right expertise at the right time
• Save time by quickly
identifying the right risk
experts for the task at hand

RANE provides access to a searchable directory of credentialed risk experts and service providers,
covering over 250 risk topics across six major categories. Members can connect with leading
experts to extend their professional networks and efficiently find the specific help they need.

• Zero in on the optimal
candidates using firm
and individual profiles

PROPRIETARY, GLOBAL DATABASE — thousands of leading experts from a broad spectrum of
risk and security disciplines with extensive backgrounds in business, law, public service, academia,
science, technology, engineering, and more.

• Select an expert with
confidence, knowing
RANE experts have a
demonstrated reputation
for service and integrity

VETTED & CREDENTIALED EXPERTS — a comprehensive credentialing process that includes
continuous, risk-based background research and vetting, and validation/feedback on prior
engagements..
EFFICIENT EXPERT SOURCING — RANE analysts help identify the optimal candidates for your
needs and facilitate referrals between our members and network experts.

Knowledge-Sharing Events Featuring Experts from Our Network
Access best practices and practical strategies
• Insights and holistic analysis
of emerging risk issues

RANE provides opportunities for peer and expert collaboration through exclusive events featuring
RANE’s leading experts in risk management. Speakers share insights, best practices, and actionable
strategies for better understanding the evolving risk landscape and addressing emerging risks. A
diverse set of perspectives provides members with a holistic view from both the public and private
sectors.

• Best practices and actionable strategies across risk
disciplines
• A range of practical
perspectives from worldclass expert speakers

THE BEST MINDS & INSIGHTS — practical perspectives on emerging risk issues from top experts
in their fields across a wide range of industries and disciplines.
VIRTUAL & IN PERSON EVENTS — From webinars and exclusive
briefing sessions to in-person roundtables and conferences, these
events provide timely support for members and offer valuable
opportunities to engage directly with peers and experts.

Webinar Event

Sanctions Revisited
Complying with a Complex Array of Rules
Register

RANE Event Recap | August 4, 2017

Webinar Replay

Sanctions Revisited: Complying with a Complex
Array of Rules
Speakers

JOIN LIVE OR ON-DEMAND — Members receive a written
recap summary highlighting the key takeaways and an audio
replay for on-demand access.

“Traditionally, under US

Zachary Goldman, Executive Director, Center on Law & Security Adjunct Professor of Law,
New York University

sanctions law, if a company

Eric Lorber, Senior Associate, Financial Integrity Network

that would otherwise be

Jeremy Maltby, Partner, O’Melveny & Myers LLP

Moderator

wants to do a transaction

prohibited in Russia, it would
go to OFAC to apply for a

David Lawrence,
license. OFAC doesn’t release

The realities of geopolitics, global security, and international business continue to present
challenges for corporate compliance departments, particularly their ability to anticipate,
understand, and navigate the ever-changing world of sanctions. From Russia and North
Korea to Cuba and Iran, sanctions again are dominating the headlines. Companies
operating in high-risk countries need to pay close attention to avoid being caught by the

Sanctions Revisited
Complying with a Complex Array of Rules
Thursday, July 27, 2017

to identify sanctions risks before they manifest.

those licenses as a matter of
course, but now—as a result
of this new legislation—for
any license that OFAC would

alters US foreign policy,’
congressional approval is

organizations can more proactively mitigate the commercial risk from sanctions. Highlights
of the discussion follow.

required.”
Zachary Goldman

The Growing Sanctions Challenge
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